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AMONGST the many conjectures concerning low dimensional manifolds and polyhedra, 
E. C. Zeeman’s first conjecture in [7] seems to be one of the most unlikely and possibly one 
of the least important. Nevertheless it is an attractive conjecture which has resisted attempts 
to solve it for nearly 10 years. The conjecture is “if K is a contractible 2-complex then 
K x I is collapsible”. Here collapsibility is to be interpreted in the polyhedral sense [6]. 
Zeeman pointed out that this conjecture, if true, solves the classical Poincare conjecture, 
yet evidence in favour of Zeeman’s conjecture is very slim. It is known that the conjecture 
is true if K is obtained by attaching the boundary of a disc to a circle [3], the dunce hat 
being the simplest non-trivial example. The conjecture is also true [3] if K is constructed by 
taking the wedge of two circles, labelled LZ and b, and attaching two discs by the words 
aPb4 and a’bS (ps - qr = &- 1 ensures contractibility) where p = 1. A few other elementary 
examples appear in [2], and examples can be modified in various ways to give others; one 
can, for instance, consider the wedge of two complexes for each of which the conjecture 
is true. Further, if the conjecture is modified to the consideration of the collapsibility of 
K x I'" for arbitrarily large N it is then true [I], [j]. 
When making his conjecture Zeeman implied that two discs attached to the wedge 
of two circles by the words a2b3 and a3b4 probably gave a counter-example. In this paper 
it is shown that this is not so, that if K is so obtained then K x I does collapse. The collaps- 
ing procedure is a little intricate as was foreshadowed in [2]. This is the first example of a 
polyhedron K such that K x 1collapses but K x I does not collapse to x x I for any point 
x E K, see [2]. The method given here generalises to show that if K is obtained, as above, 
using the words a2b3 and db” where 2s - 3r = + 1 then K x I collapses. The author had 
anticipated that an understanding of the a’b3, a3b4 case would solve the whole problem, 
at least for complexes of this type, but the methods given here do not seem to generalise 
to any other word pairs of the form aPb4, db”. Thus this result seems to make the conjecture 
more difficult. It may be that in attempting to collapse K x I there is just enough “room” 
to cope with the intricacy of azb3 but with nothing more complicated. 
THEOREM. Let K be the 2-complex obtained by attaching a pair of discs to a +vedge of 
two circles by the words a’b3 and a3b”, then K x I is collapsible. 
Proof. The two discs will be denoted by D, and D, respectively, and S,’ v S,’ will 
denote the wedge of the two circles. Part of the collapsing procedure will be described 
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by its effect on D, x land D, x I but the procedure will, of course, be compatible with the 
identifications which make up K x I. 
Firstly, D2 x I is collapsed to dD, x I together with a thin slanting slab s2 ( a copy of 
D' x r) as shown in Fig. 1. The height function chosen to define this slab is such that the 
slab meets (S,’ v S,‘) x fin the shaded area shown (on a different scale) in Fig. 3. Essenti- 
ally S, winds around S,’ x [three times moving steadily upwards and then four times around 
S,’ x I moving downwards. The only point to note is that the height after two u-turns is 
the same as after one b-turn but that there are no other extraneous intersections. Next 
D, x 1 is collapsed to dD, x I and a thick (by comparison with s2) slanting slab S, this 
being another copy of D" x I, as shown in Fig. 2. The heights chosen for the upper and 
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lower faces of S are made more explicit in Fig. 4 which shows the intersection of S with 
(S,’ v S,‘) x I; the bold spiral indicates the upper edge of S, the shaded annuli of Figs. 2 
and 4 also correspond. Figures 3 and 4 are drawn on the same scale, and are most clearly 
understood via superposition with different coloured pens. The shaded area of Fig. 4 is 
exactly the same as the first two a-spirals and the last three b-spirals of the shaded area of 
Fig. 3. Further, the first and last spirals of the upper edge of .S are the same as the last 
u-spiral and the first b-spiral of the lower edge of s2. 
Much of (.S,’ v Sbl) x I still has several sheets of three-dimensional material attached 
to it, but the region marked Xin Figs. 3 and 4 has only one three-dimensional piece attached 
to it, namely Sat the area X of Fi g. 2. The slab S can thus be collapsed from a face in this 
area to its top face (which is a disc d), a thin slab sI at the bottom of S, and the curved 
part of the boundary of S less a small disc at X. Returning to K x I, at this stage there 
remains (S,’ v Sbl) x I with a hole at X, the slabs s2 and s1 attached to the shaded regions 
of Figs. 3 and 4, and the disc d attached to the bold spiral of Fig. 4. Now some of the two 
dimensional parts of the polyhedron can be collapsed. By starting at the bottom, (S,’ v S,‘) 
x 0, and collapsing upwards as far as possible, and then expanding the hole at X as much 
as possible, the unshaded part of (S,’ v S,‘) x I in Fig. 4 can be collapsed away up as high 
as the first and last bold spirals. 
The disc d is still attached to the remnant of (S,’ v S,‘) x I according to the bold 
spiral of Fig. 5. Further, the union of the slabs s1 and s2. becomes a single slab s attached 
to the shaded annulus in Fig. 5, for the whole of the curved boundary of s1 is identified 
with a portion of the boundary of s2. The slab s now collapses from the free face Y (see 
Fig. 5) to its boundary less a small disc at Y. What remains is a two-dimensional polyhedron 
which is collapsible. This can be verified by collapsing downwards from (S,’ v S,‘) x 1 
and by expanding the hole at Y (though any attempt to collapse a collapsible two-dimen- 
sional polyhedron is certain to succeed). 
Remark 1. If K is described by the words a2b3, a3b5, the same procedure works, the 
final situation being that of Fig. 6 rather than Fig. 5. 
Remark 2. If Kis described by a2b3, db’, a modification of the procedure is successful. 
The slab S should retain the whole of D, x Iabove the potential slab sl, so that, when S is 
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collapsed as before there is still plenty of three-dimensional material above d. Ti9s is then 
used to repeat this stage of the argument. Efiectivsly this is performing, geometricaily, the 
double substitution of ~‘6~ in ~‘6: to produce ab. Repetition of this trick works for a-33, 
a2nf1b3n+1. A similar interation in the procedure indicated in Remark 1 succeeds for 
a’b3, a 2nt1 3n+2 b 
Remark 3. If the same idea is used for a3b4, a’b’, the resultant polyhedron analogous 
to that of Fig. 5 is not collapsible. 
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